
Swap® safety eyewear already faces down 
workplace perils with its dual capabilities — 

acting as both a safety spectacle and a safety 
goggle. Now, Swap MAG brings workers all 
the advantages of the original Swap plus the 
convenience of bifocal safety eyewear.

 
Swap MAG helps meet occupational needs 
for workers requiring a little assistance in seeing 

small details. Plus, it’s an ideal product for 
those who enjoy the flexibility of having a 
hybrid eye protector that’s also a powerful 
anti-fog solution.  

Just like the original Swap, the MAG version 
includes a comfortable, closed-cell foam lining 

with channels engineered to fight fogging. 
Plus, its durable polycarbonate lens stands 
up to the toughest workplace archenemies, 
with all-around impact protection that meets 
ANSI Z87+ and the ballistic impact resistance 
requirements in US Military Performance 
Specification MIL PRF-31013.
 
Strong, comfortable, dual-purpose safety 
eyewear…now in a bifocal version. That’s 
superhero protection!

Fast Transformation. 
Heroic Protection.  
Now Magnified!



Temples to strap 
in seconds flat!

Gateway Safety products are warranted to be free from manufacturing defects. Consult safety professionals or refer to safety  
standards for determination of the correct protector for the use contemplated or the manner of such use. There is no warranty,  
expressed or implied, including, without limitation, warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 
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Ordering Information

SWAP® MAG Features

anti-fog and gray anti-fog lenses.

push of a button.

complete seal to block dust and debris.

offers complete protection.

Swap MAG provides a bifocal solution in either a spectacle or 
goggle product.

and 2.5 diopters.

Part # Frame Lens Mag
21MA15 Clear Anti-Fog 1.5

21MA20 Clear Anti-Fog 2.0

21MA25 Clear Anti-Fog 2.5

Gray Anti-Fog 1.5

Gray Anti-Fog 2.0

Gray Anti-Fog 2.5

MIL-PRF-31013

MEETS 

MIL PRF-31013

U.S. MILITARY 
BALLISTIC IMPACT 

REQUIREMENTS 

Soft foam controls 
dust and perspiration.


